Real-Life Dry-Contact Ear-EEG.
Our brain state is affected by and adapted to our surroundings. Therefore, to study natural states of the brain, it is desirable to measure brain responses in natural environments outside the lab. Among functional brain scanning methods, electroencephalography (EEG) is the most promising method for non-invasive brain monitoring in real-life environments. To enable long-term recordings in real-life, EEG devices must be wearable, user-friendly, and discreet. Ear-EEG is a method where EEG signals are recorded from electrodes placed on an earpiece inserted into the ear. The compact and discreet nature of an ear-EEG device makes it suitable for long-term real-life recordings. In this study, 6 subjects were recorded with conventional scalp EEG and ear-EEG. All recordings were performed with the same instrumentation and paradigms in both a lab setting and a real-life setting. The ear-EEG recordings were performed with a previously developed drycontact ear-EEG platform. Signals from the scalp electrodes and ear-electrodes were recorded by the same biosignal recorder, enabling re-referencing in the post-processing and analysis. The study comprised four paradigms: auditory steady-state response (ASSR), steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP), auditory onset response, and alpha band modulation. When the data were analyzed with a scalp reference (Cz), all the investigated responses were statistically significant in recordings from both settings. Statistically significant ASSR and SSVEP were measured in the lab by ear-electrodes referenced to an electrode within the same ear. In real-life, only the ASSR was statistically significant for a reference within the same ear. The results demonstrates that electrical brain activity can be recorded from dry-contact electrode ear-EEG in real-life.